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Password alternatives







Free download: http://www.epaymentbiometrics.ensicaen.fr/publications/resources





PINs
1234



Choose your pins (17yr olds, fall 2013)

Girls
1996

Boys
1337
1996



Heatmapping PINs @Cambridge
Rockyou iPhone Physical access

Control system

A birthday present every eleven wallets? The security of customer-chosen banking PINs
http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~jcb82/doc/BPA12-FC-banking_pin_security.pdf
http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~jcb82/doc/BPA12-FC-banking_pin_security-slides_ss.pdf

http://danielamitay.com/blog/2011/6/13/most-common-iphone-passcodes
See also: http://www.datagenetics.com/blog/september32012/index.html

Radical.org/pinmap
By @kluzz



Digit distribution for PINs

Thank you to Andrey Bogdanov, Sondre Rønjom & Jan Fredrik Leversund for great help!

4-digit memorable 4-digit non-memorable 7-digit memorable

Digit 6 is hard to remember?

Digit 0 is not «random» enough?



Creating a long & memorable PIN:

=
Johansen
56426736



Lock Patterns



www.marteloge.no



10% uses a letter from standard English alphabet



Passwords



Operation «Face Factor»

• Unique opportunity!

• 5000+ headshots

• We knew their password

• Analyze!



Categorization

Gender

Glasses (Y/N)

Hair color

Facial hair



And the results?

Women prefer length.

Men prefer a wider selection (entropy).

«Unix gurus» have the worst passwords.



Change frequencies
A little test of your password guessing capabilities



Wednesday4
Wednesday10
December2015
Thorsheim1009



Complexity





«Your password contains invalid characters.»

NO, your startup contains incompetent engineers.

@harribellthomas



Length



Length Trumps Everything.
EOD.



Usability: masking passwords?





Username

**********************One truly amazing passphrase!



Username

********************** SHOWOne truly amazing passphrase! HIDE



The value of a password









Attacking 2FA/2SV authentication
One out of many «sideprojects»





Sci-Fi – or reality?







Real world Consequences



Article 12:
“No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with 

his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to 
attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the 
right to the protection of the law against such interference 

or attacks.”
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights,

United Nations





Be Discreet, remove all traces 
of your usage for only £15.00



July 15











Password analysis



123456
password
12345
qwerty
12345678
ashley
baseball
abc123
696969
111111
football
fuckyou
madison
asshole
superman
fuckme
hockey
123456789
hunter
harley

202
105
99
32
31
28
27
27
23
21
20
20
20
19
19
19
19
19
18
18

Passwords found

August 25



Sept. 10



We immediately launched a thorough investigation

We apologize
No company’s online assets are safe from cyber-vandalism

Despite investing in the latest privacy and security technologies.

We have always had the confidentiality of our customers’ information foremost in our minds

We have been able to secure our sites, and close the unauthorized access points.

July 20, 2015

Protip: Configure Google News Alert for this:
Your security | privacy is important to us



Suicide



Two individuals associated with the leak of 
Ashley Madison customer details are reported
to have taken their lives, according to police in Canada.

Ashley Madison's Canadian parent company Avid Life 
Media is offering a C$500,000 (£240,000) reward for 
information on the hackers, they added.

Police have set up a Twitter account, @AMCaseTPS, 
and hashtag, #AMCaseTPS, in a bid to gather 
information about the hack from members of the public.



February 2015: Terms and Services @ Ashley Madison:
“The profiles we create are not intended to resemble or mimic any actual 

persons. We may create several different profiles that we attach to a 
given picture. You understand and acknowledge that we create these 

profiles and that these profiles are not based on or associated with any 
user or Member of our Service or any other real person. You also 

acknowledge and agree that the descriptions, pictures and information 
included in such profiles are provided primarily for your amusement and 
to assist you navigate and learn about our Site. As part of this feature, 
the profiles may offer, initiate or send winks, private keys, and virtual 

gifts. Any one of these profiles may message with multiple users at the 
same or substantially the same times just like our users.

Our profiles message with Guest users, but not with Members. Members 
interact only with profiles of actual persons. Guests are contacted by our 

profiles through computer generated messages, including emails and 
instant messages. These profiles are NOT conspicuously identified as 

such.”



Over 43 885 000 anonymous members!



I am not going to waste any more of your time, 
but the potential of additional user damages due 
to «Impact Team» being provoked by the slow
legal process etc may keep the story in the
media. Tell the audience and others and warn
them about the psychological hell a little bit of
rashness online can lead to. I am almost a 
completely broken man, and I don’t know if I will
ever be able to stand up again. And I had a life
full of great qualities. Not as whining, but as a 
«matter of fact» and a strong warning.
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